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Buzzing with excitement, the Ecological Justice Team boarded the bus to Kumta on the 20
th

 

of November, 2016 to begin their fortnight of full-fledged field work. The bus journey this 

time was smooth and comfortable (unlike the previous time’s roller-coaster ride) and we 

arrived in Kumta well rested and raring to go. 

The first week of the fortnight was spent in identifying and meeting people from the different 

livelihoods that depended on the Aghanashini River and the estuary. And what a long list it 

was! Fishing (both mechanised and non-mechanised), bivalve collection, agriculture 

(especially the indigenous Kagga rice), shrimp and crab cultivation, salt manufacturing, shell 

mining, prawn collection, crab collection and even ferrying rides across the river. We were 

lucky to meet people from each livelihood and gain an understanding of how the river plays 

such an important role in their lives. 



 

Portal to the Agahanashini River 



 

Serenity  

 

 

Prawn and Crab Collectors  

One of our favourite memories of this trip was the visit to the Nushikotte village. We 

accidentally stumbled across this village when we were chasing the sun to catch a picture 

perfect sunset one evening.  This village lies between the Konkan railway line and the sea, a 

small village tucked away in the backwaters of the river. This village is actually situated in 

the 1400 acres of land the Government acquired in the 1970s for various development 

projects. An abandoned caustic soda factory lies just next to the Konkan Railway line. On the 

other side of these tracks are the backwaters of the estuary, where the women of the village 

catch prawns with their bare hands every evening during the high tide. These women 

immerse themselves in the waters with small woven baskets either on their backs or on their 



heads and collect prawns by feeling around with their hands and feet. The prawns are caught 

and put into the baskets and mainly used for their own consumption.  

Going further into Nushikotte, we arrived at the most breath taking site! The setting sun, 

mangroves in different shades of green (yes, 50 shades of green!), the backwaters of the 

estuary and a line of crab collectors making their way back home will definitely go down as 

one of our top five memories of Kumta. We met Mr. Subba who is a crab collector. Every 

morning, he ventures into these waters crossing the mangroves and catches crabs by using a 

net attached to a ring with a hen’s claw as bait. The crabs are sold in the Hiregutti village at a 

rate of Rs. 100-200 per kilo. Some of the bigger crabs can be sold for a whopping Rs. 1200 

per crab. Mr. Subba was one of the few people we met who was frank on the topic of the 

port. He stated that if the port were to come up, not only would he lose his livelihood but he 

would also be forced to relocate as his house lies in the Government land that will be used for 

the port.  

 

The setting sun and the mangroves at Nushikotte village 



 

Crab collectors wading through the marshy mangroves to bring home that catch of the day 



 

Making their way home after a long days work 



 

Boats to navigate the mangroves during high tide 

 

 



Bivalve Collection 

The estuary is well known for the abundant fishes available. But the Aghanashini estuary is 

also home to a large number of bivalve collectors. These bivalve collectors venture into the 

mudflats during low tide and collect the bivalves that are used for local consumption. 

Unfortunately, in the past few years the bivalves seems to have disappeared forcing large 

number of people to look at other alternatives. We met Mr. Maruti Gowda, a paralegal with 

Namati and the founder of the Bivalve Collectors Union. According to him, the bivalve 

collectors will be one of the biggest casualties if the port were to come up. The entire mudflat 

will have to be dredged, resulting in loss of habitat for the bivalves.   

 



 

 



The vast mudflats at the mouth of the Aghanashini River. The bivalve collectors who are 

mostly women collect the various clams, mussels, shellfish and oysters during low tide.  

 



Mr. Maruti Gowda (left) the founder of the Bivalve Collectors Union with a member of the 

Union at Aghanashini Village 

 

Agriculture and Aquaculture 

This area is home to an indigenous species of salt water resistance rice called Kagga rice. To 

know more about this we met Mr. CR Naik who is the President, Manikatta Raita 

Association. The cultivation of this rice is done in a unique manner - large bunds are 

constructed with sluice gates at intervals. These gates allow water from the river or the 

estuary to enter during high tide and exit during low tide. The gates are fitted with small nets 

that trap fish and shrimps when the water exits. Kagga farming follows a joint cooperative 

method of farming where there is no division of land and each and every farmer is the owner 

of the land. These lands are known as ghazni lands. Mr. Naik lamented that Kagga rice now 

faces extinction due to crop failure and in action by the Government. Also, kagga farming 

land is now being taken over by crab and shrimp cultivation since these ensure some 

monetary returns.  

 



The highly nutritious Kagga rice that grows the ghazni lands along the banks of the 

Aghanashini River. 

 

 

Large tracts of ghazni lands are being converted for crab and shrimp cultivation at Bargi 

village 



 

Shrimp cultivation at Bargi village 

 



 

Sluice gates at Bargi village 

 

Salt Manufacture  

We visited the salt pans in Sanikatte. It is the site of the Nagarbail Salt Owners Co-Operative 

Society Ltd. We met the manager, Mr Anil Nadkarni who showed enthusiasm to our project 

and explained in detail the history of the cooperative society, its functions and its members 

and the process of how salt is collected. Mr Anil admitted that the construction of the port 

would not have a major impact on the livelihoods of the workers in the salt factory. However, 

the dredging process and the pollution of the water that would occur when the ships used to 

port would affect the water quality and hence, the quality of the salt.  He organised a visit to 

the salt factory and the salt pans. 



 

Salt production in the salt factory 



 

Packaged salt ready for consumption. The salt produced here is natural with no chemicals 

used and sprayed once with iodine. It has a brownish tinge and is quite grainy. It is mainly 

consumed by the local population.  



 

Saltpans in Saniikatte 

 

Shell Mining 

We also visited the village of Divgi which houses the shell mining factories. Located along 

the banks of the Aghanashini River, these factories use bivalve shells to manufacture lime. 

The shells (which are the raw materials) are sourced from various parts of Karnataka and 

transported to the factories and these shells are put in a large burner to break down the shells 

into a fine powder. The end product is packed into sacks weighing 50 kilograms each and 

transported all over Karnataka. These factories do not depend on the Aghanashini River for 

their raw materials at all. Hence, the port will have no adverse effect on the livelihood of 

these people. 



 

Shell mining factory along the banks of river Aghanashini 



 

Inside view of the factory 

 



In our quest to learn more about the Ahganashini River, we visited many experts in the area. 

We visited Mr. MR Hegde, an agriculturist and the President of the Sneha Kunj Trust who 

attended the public meeting. He explained to us how develop should happen organically and 

the current issue with the port is that it has become a battle of job versus livelihood.  

 

Mr. MR Hegde at his residence  

 



We visited the IISC field station where we interacted with Dr MD Subhash Chandran and Dr. 

Prakash Meesta. This session was fruitful because ecological and scientific importance of the 

mangroves and estuary was explained to us. The EIA report was broken down and all the 

flaws were pointed out.  

We didn’t just stick to Kumta, a road trip to Honnavar was undertaken to meet Dr. 

Mahabaleshwar Hegde from CPR-Namati who provided us with all documents such as the 

Terms of Reference and the EIA report.  He also outlined the different legal startergies that 

are undertaken to conserve the estuary. 

 

 

CRZ notification of Aghanashini River 

A walk along the river throws up so many unique livelihoods that are derived from this 

unique river. Most of these livelihoods have been continued in the same family for 

generations. These livelihoods have coexisted peacefully for years. It is in the recent times 

that conflicts between livelihoods have come up.  The apathy of the Government towards the 



Kagga farming has resulted in farmers shifting their crop to regular rice. Ghazni landowners 

have decided to sell their lands to shrimp and prawn cultivators instead of cultivating Kagga. 

The past few years have seen increasing tensions between the bivalve collectors and the 

fishermen of the estuary. The conversion of the large tracts of ghazni lands into mangroves 

has resulted in a huge blow to the kagga farmers. These tensions are to rise further if the 

proposed port is to come up as it would threaten to change the entire nature of the river. One 

can only hope that a single project plan does not destroy generations of peaceful livelihoods.  


